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Race report

Killara Road, it certainly is, the attrition rate commensurate
with the reputation this little gently undulating circuit has as
the toughest we run. Those who turned up to test themselves
found ideal conditions for the last road race of the season, blue
skies, cool air and no wind to speak of.

The sixty starters delayed on the line as one end of the course
was still to be set up - fifteen minutes later racing was under
way, led off by a solid a-grade bunch which in turn was
followed by big b and c-grade bunches, d-grade and a
combined e/f-grade completing the start list.

a-grade

Civilities were short lived in the premier grade, Phil Smith
leading off at a stiff pace before David Holt launched an early
attack first time up to Ford Hill.  No interest shown by the
bunch.  Damiano Ambrosini bucking the status quo quickly
joined David and as the race descended back to the Gruyere
oval it was two away with a good gap back to the seven who
were working just hard enough to maintain a fairly tight leash
on the leaders.  A testing surge by Phil Smith on the run to the
Coldstream turn was met with an immediate response that had
the chase close on the break, close enough that the tempo
remained and the break was brought back just before the turn,
half a lap considered long enough to hang the pair out for.

After the turn Tony made a belated counter attack that raised a
similar response to Phil’s move only this one found Darren
Darling (in his first a-grade race) a little wanting and the race
was down to eight.  Darren not alone in being alone for long,
another surge by the bunch (Phil Smith) and David Anderson
lost the wheel in front and the pace ensured he was destined to
not find it again.  Phil and Tony hit the final incline of the lap
at speed, an exercise that put a strain on the rest and split the
bunch over the crest.  Some desperate descending saw Tony

leading four riders through the end of the lap with Rob Amos and
Damian Burke fifty metres back and fighting to get back on,
David Anderson a further 100m back - still trying.

Neither Tony nor Phil were going to allow an easy ride, just as
Rob and Damian caught the group at the school Tony launched an
attack that had everyone scrambling to cover.  Phil went next but
was also quickly chased down.  Tony had another go on the next
increase in gradient and finally was able to establish a break, a
break he managed to hold to the turn at the top of Ford Hill
starting the descent clear.  Damian finally losing touch with the
main group on the slope.

On the descent it was five chasing Tony, Damian chasing the
chase and David chasing the chaser.  The chaser-bunch were
essentially working together to keep Tony in sight.  On the road
from Gruyere to Coldstream Phil Smith made several attempts to
shake the others and bridge but as the bunch lined out behind him
each time he sat up to try again later.  By the Coldstream turn the
efforts of Phil and the bunch had it close to catching Tony but an
effort out of the turn, by Tony, gave him some breathing space
and the bunch opted to bide their time and leave Tony hang for a
bit longer.  All was going to plan until Phil Smith made another
attempt to bridge on the rise to Gruyere Rd, David Holt the only
one able to go with him.

Through half race distance it was Tony around 200m ahead of
Phil and David who inturn were around a hundred metres ahead
of Rob Amos, Damiano Ambrosini and Phil Cavaleri.  Damian
Burke still chasing bringing up the rear as David Anderson joined
the increasing number of retirees.

Through the third lap Tony maintained his effort, and his lead.
Phil continued his chase closing on Tony over the lap.  David
Holt lost Phil’s wheel on the way up Ford Hill, rolling back down
through the half lap ten metres ahead of the chasing three and
integrated back into the chase on the climb out to the Coldstream
end.  Damian continued his solitary purgatory.
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As the last lap started it was still Tony thirty seconds ahead of
Phil, the four almost four minutes behind and Damian still
battling his demons.  Rob attacked the chase in the final
hundred metres of the final climb to the Ford Hill turn busting
the group apart, the chasers strung out.  Half a lap to go, Phil
had halved the gap to Tony, then it was a long wait for Rob
Amos leading Phil Cavaleri and David Holt by ten metres,
Damiano Ambrosini a further 30m back and Damian continued
his exorcism further back still.

Over the final eight kilometres Tony redoubled his effort to
crush Phil’s resolve, David bridged to Rob, the pair then
working together till the last hill where David took the
initiative and jumped at the bottom of the slope.  Rob
surprising David by responding, David trying again just before
the top only to be matched and then bettered by Rob on the
descent (nobody beats Rob on the downs).  David conceding
defeat followed Rob across the line for fourth over three and a
half minutes behind Phil who’d lost the gains he’d made on
Tony in the first half of the lap.  Tony taking the win thirty
seconds ahead of Phil in one of the best races the club has seen
in a long time - chapeau trois amis.

b-grade (Nick Tapp)

Big, strong B-grade field at Killara Rd on Saturday of more
than 20 riders, including five or six at least who could pull out
a win on this kind of course.  It's definitely one for the
climbers.  As the laps went by, the skinny guys worked their
way ever more consistently towards the front.  Big blokes such
as Ian Milner were put into difficulty right from the first climb
to Ford Hill (did anyone notice the dark patch on Ford Hill was
not a roadwork scar but a 30-40cm swarm of bees on heat? -
we went straight through it! - Phil P.), and then got back on on
the downhills, but at the top of each hill the lead group was
smaller, and gradually there were fewer and fewer who made
the connection down the other side.  Once again, it all came
down to the final climb, but not quite in the usual way ...

I started off right down the back with Matt White, Ian Smith,
Phil Pelgrim, Peter Shanahan and (I think) Peter Castillo.
Soon after we turned back towards the west for the first time, I
felt a gentle tap on the back.  It was Phil Pelgrim, 'Do nothing,'
said Phil, 'there appears to be plenty of willing legs on the
front.'  So there were, and for the best part of two laps I did
pretty much that - nothing.  I could see Paul Wilson doing his
usual hare to the hounds up there, and Peter Castillo had found
his legs and headed up to contribute as well.  I couldn't see our
Nigel (Frayne), but guessed he would be near the front too,
staying out of trouble.  And I dare say Thorkild was doing his
fair share, and Frank: those guys don't know any other way to
ride.

At the halfway mark, the start of lap 3, I finally found myself
on the front, setting a steady tempo up towards Ford Hill.
Stayed there until the last short, sharp uphill to the turn, where
Phil put in a small attack and for the first time I thought: 'I'm
going to struggle.'  Phil rounded the cone with a gap,
proceeded to increase it back past the school and maintained it
past the line and out towards the airstrip.  Once over the bump
after the line, the gap had come down a bit and I was about
third wheel in the chase group.  I decided I could close it off

and possibly even join forces with Phil - it's amazing the
difference a few ks downhill can make.  Put in an effort but
managed only to lead the chasers up to Phil's wheel, so I settled
towards the back again, just in front of Phil himself, who dropped
to last wheel for a rest and assess the damage.  We turned as quite
a sizeable group still.  Heading back east, Thorkild lifted the
tempo.  It was not even an attack, but before we knew it, he and I
were on our own.  I think it was all together again by the base of
the last hill, but we'd had a few ks to think optimistic thoughts.

As lap 4 began it was Phil P and me side by side on the front,
tapping out a casual tempo, until just before the final steepening.
This time Anthony Gullace scurried by and bolted to a small gap.
Phil waited then with no reaction from within the group raised his
rate from the front to chase, and a few others took off after him -
Thorkild, I'm guessing Frank, Peter Castillo, Ian Smith, Glenn
Pascall.  Again I thought, 'There it goes,' only this time it wasn't
just the win that was easing away up the hill but all the minor
placings as well.  I lifted it all I safely could and tried to stay in
touch without blowing up.  After the race Phil asked me, 'Were
you foxing there on the hill?' Uh-uh, that was no foxing (but I'm
not sure he believed me!).  Gradually, though, back past the
school and on towards the line, I picked up riders who'd left me
before the turn, until I realised there was only Phil still away, and
not by much.  I was glad of Anthony's wheel there at one stage.
Back past the line for the last half lap, and we were all together
again, maybe ten of us - the skinny guys, plus Frank, Thorkild,
Stuart Bendall, Smithy, who was putting in a good one, and one
or two more.

After the line there's the bump, then down to the flatlands, and
then some up and down - mainly up - before the turn.  This last
undulating bit is something of a graveyard.  I've dug a hole and
buried my own race there before, and I've never seen anyone get
away there, in either direction, and stay away (Tony, sound
familiar?).  So when Thorkild gave it another shake and no-one
went with him, I wasn't too concerned.  But Thorkild is a
machine, and as his gap gradually crept up, I thought for the third
time, 'Dammit, that could be the win.'  Around the turn and others
were clearly thinking the same.  No neutral zone now.  Phil,
Anthony and I gave chase, and soon established a gap over the
rest.  I had just said, 'We've got a gap' when Ian Smith rumbled up
behind with others on his tail.  'Forget I said that' I said.  The race
was still alive - if we could only catch Thorkild.

The gap approaching the last hill was coming down albeit slowly
from a huge gutsy race winning move by Thorkild to a more
tantalising carrot distance.  Here it was, the final climb, and there
was Thorkild, 50 metres up ahead.  Phil led the capture.  Just 30-
50 metres short of the crest, he went past a battling Thorkild.  I
was next, with Anthony and daylight behind.  Poor Thorkild, I
briefly thought as I gave it everything to stay close to Phil.  Over
the top, two lengths off Phil's wheel.  Close enough.  Big ring.
Click up two, then another.  Onto the drops.  Sorry, Phil, great
lead-out.  Full gas past Phil and down towards the flat.  Looking
for the line, watching for shadows on the road.  A hundred to go
and a shadow comes off my wheel. It must be Anthony.  Go hard,
go hard - and it's over.  The shadow never came around.  Me by a
bike from Anthony, then Phil.  I'm glad Thorkild held on for
fourth.  My max 65.0, my average 32.8, or thereabouts.



c-grade

The fifteen starters pretty much stayed together for the
duration of the first lap, Keven Urbancic (up from e-grade)
finding the two-grade difference in pace a bit tough, losing
ground first time up Ford Hill but able to rejoin the group on
the descent.  It wasn't till the second lap that Keven got to
experience the other difference a couple of grades makes -
Bruce Hawker hammering the rest on the inclines then
accelerating over the top to cleave the stragglers.  Martin
Stalder, in the box-seat, simply had to follow the wheel whilst
others were shelled behind.  Bruce's tactic putting paid to the
race of more than half the starters, Keven one of the casualties.

Having culled the group Bruce set about further improving his
odds on the first leg of the last lap, dragging Richard Dobson
and new member Calum Gough to a small break at the top
turn.  A concerted effort by the chasers; Martin Stalder, Ben
DeJong and Rudi Botha on the descent saw the small group
back together as it raced through the start/finish area for the
last eight kilometres.  Having failed to improve the odds riders
switched to preservation mode as it was bound to come down
to the last rise, the half-dozen forced to maintain a solid pace
as there were still blue hats on course and pursuing.

Across the creek for the last time, round the bend and,
although the line was over the rise and in the valley, the finish
could be seen.  Up there, the top of the hill, first over that crest
was a good chance of being first over the line 400m further on.
This is where the toll of the previous 46 kilometres would
show.  As Richard led the little troupe up the slope Calum
attacked, taking off up the hill like a cut cat, Ben belatedly
took off after him from second wheel and the pair pulled away
from the others; Bruce paying for his attempt at glory, Richard
desperately trying to stay in the mix and Martin reaping the
benefits of a tactical race.  Over the top it was Calum clear of
Ben with enough of a gap to assure him the win despite Ben’s
big-gear efforts on the descent.  Next was Martin with Richard
on his wheel, too far back to trouble Ben, Martin doing enough
on the descent to keep Richard from passing him and taking
third.

d-grade

A race of attrition, flat tyres, broken spokes, dropped chains
and other gear troubles led to withdrawals as did gastric issues.
A dozen on the start line, glorious conditions, a promise of a
great day's racing.  It all came unstuck for Graham Haines as
soon as he climbed out of the saddle and put some weight on
the pedals on to the first climb - 'boing! cht, cht, cht' - Graham
left to nurse the buckled back wheel back to the car.  No
sooner had the bunch cleared Graham than, in search of the
small chainring, Andrew Buchanan was hard to mutter a word
or two as the chain missed its mark and Andrew found neutral.
Captain Parker called neutral to enable Andrew the chance to
recover, a call heard and heeded by all but Brett Robinson who
was too far up the road in a move of his own (- in the zone -
ed.).

Around the turn for the first time and Brett was doin' gooood,
the karma gods yet to play his card.  Through the bottom of the
course Brett cruising well clear of the bunch which rolled

through a good 30-seconds later.  Chris Norbury rolling out of the
group with a flat tyre, Peter Mackie making some jibe at his
expense - careful Pete the gods are listening, and then having to
chase to rejoin the bunch, sans deux, as it climbed to start the run
for Coldstream.

The second half lap saw Brett come quickly back to the bunch
and then out of the race - transmission issues.  The final climb of
the lap was taken with gusto that saw a couple of riders dropped
along with Andrew's chain - again, Andrew recovering quickly
and chasing the remaining seven through to start the second lap
forty metres in arrears.

Towards Ford Hill Andrew was taking no chances, moving to the
front in case recovery time was needed - it was.  Nick Hainal not
happy to share the lead meant the pace increased as each fed off
the other.  While Andrew nursed his chain back on Nick rode to a
small break at the top where Chris was waiting to rejoin the race
for the descent.  One and three quarter laps alone didn't sit well
with Nick, Nick opting to wait with Chris for the bulk of the
bunch to turn and descend together.  Andrew's mechanical
removing him from the bulk, Peter's metabolism removing him
from the race (KARMA).

From the cone marshal's view point it was a group of five
(including the non-combatant Chris) leading the way back to the
half-race point, Geoff Cranstone and Sam Bruzzese chasing but
struggling.  Andrew and Peter a little further back.  (Let's recap;
12 starters, Graham Haines - broken spoke (out), Chris Norbury -
flat tyre (now out for a ride), Brett Robinson - gear problems
(out), Andrew Buchanan - gear problems (but still riding), Peter
Mackie - tummy troubles (but still riding)).  At race half distance
it was 2 withdrawals, 3 out of contention, 2 struggling and 5 still
racing).

The lead bunch; Nick Hainal, Graeme Parker, Greg Buckingham,
Jake Jodlowski, John Thomson and Chris (out of contention)
Norbury turned the screws over the next half lap to ensure the
strugglers became non-contenders, Nick doing the bulk of the
ensuring.  On this leg Sam succumbed to a similar fate as Peter,
cruising back from Coldstream to retire on the bell, and Geoff lost
ground to the leaders.  (3 withdrawals, 4 out of contention, 5
racing)

The final time up Ford Hill was the opportunity to loose a bit of
weight and Nick took advantage of his lighter frame to power up
the slope and put a few in trouble.  Around the cone it was Nick,
Greg and Graeme descending first, Chris and John rounding a bit
later but able to catch the lead three before the road flattened out,
Jake rounding too far back to make it back on.  That left five (one
not in contention), Jake then Geoff then Andrew and Peter.  Geoff
pulling the pin next time past the finish, reducing the number of
riders on the road to eight.

At the final turn the group of five were still together and it stayed
this way to the bottom of the last climb where John Thomson
made his quest for fame, attacking on the flat section after
Stringbark Creek, garnering a gap and looking like he’d made the
right decision.  Until the gradient increased and the lactic acid
concentration went the same way and Nick Hainal did what he’d
been doing all day and accelerated up the hill, passing John to
ultimately crest well clear and take a well deserved win.  Graeme
Parker, knowing the abilities of those around him, sat Nick’s



wheel to bridge to John.  Graeme Parker, knowing his
limitations, jumped wheels, letting Nick go his own way and
allowing John to set the tempo to the top.  The race for second
was a classic affair, John couldn’t back off for fear of the
remaining two catching on the descent, Graeme reaping the
benefit of the sit pulled out of the slipstream 15 metres from
the line to power past.  John relegated to third after a very
good race.

And just to make Andrew’s day, his chain came off again at
the top of the final climb - sixth time for the race.

e-grade

No race.

f-grade

The two small fields were combined and with the majority
being regular f-grade riders that was the label given to this race
for the day, seven starters setting off for the first of two laps.
The first 16k fairly civil - survival being the objective of the
lap.  Having survived the climbs and inclines of the lap it was
seven together (sort of) , some suffering a bit more than others
on the final rise before the drop to the line, as the little
group(s) took the bell and headed into the second lap.

Second time round it was up to those who could to do and
those who couldn't to hope to hang on.  Brian Farrell, taking it
upon himself to put some hurt into the sprinters, took off up
the climb to Ford Hill - not a popular move, the bunch
shattering as Brian led them a merry dance up the gradient.

Until his legs said no more whereupon Ronnie Stranks pulled out
of the shadows and continued the punishment, his only follower -
Juanita.  Around the cone and onto the descent it was Ron leading
Juanita, a gap to Brian with JC, Les McLean and Graham Cadd
still battling their demons on the small ring.  With a gap Juanita
grabbed the opportunity, swapped places with Ron, stuck it on the
big ring and to the rest.

Brian descended like Moriaty and was in touch as Juanita led the
race through the finish area on the way out to Coldstream for the
last time.  Past the officials it was three followed by a string of
ones.  Brian continued to push Ronnies' buttons on the inclines
out to the final turnaround, Ronnie matching every effort as did
Juanita.  After the turn the effects of Brian's relentless attacks
started to take effect - on Brian, he lost contact with the other two
to trail back some twenty metres in arrears.  The lead pair unable
to nail the advantage home which allowed Brian to stay within
reach as he recovered.

Onto the final rise of the race and Juanita faded, Ronnie rode on
and Brian surged.  A few words from Brian as he passed Ron
spurred the latter into action and the pair rode to the top.  As the
climb wore on the leaders' pace declined whilst Juanita
maintained the tortoise poise and at hill's crest she was in the
shadow of the boys only to have them hit the down gradient first
and ride away.  And with nothing left all she could do was watch
as Brian led the pair to glory.  Again the effort on the incline
proving too much for Brian and as he recovered Ronnie seized
the opportunity and spun his way to the lead, never to be headed.
Ron a clear winner ahead of Brian, Juanita pedalling it out to the
finish but having given the boys too big a start had to settle for
third - no treats for Shandy and Sooty this night.

Results

First Second Third Fourth

a-grade (9) Tony Chandler Phil Smith Rob Amos

b-grade (17) Nick Tapp Anthony Gullace Phil Pelgrim Thorkild Muurholm

c-grade (15) Calum Gough Ben DeJong Martin Stalder

d-grade (12) Nick Hainal Graeme Parker John Thompson

e-grade (0)

f-grade (7) Ron Stranks Brian Farrell Juanita Cadd

Officials
Thanks to Graeme Parker and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries.  Special thanks to all those on-course: led by
Mark Granland the following ensured we had a good race; Gary Wishart, Dean Jones, Charles Lethbridge, Paul Kelly, Stephan
Jusypiw, Ray Russo, John Pritchard, Darren Smith and Mal Jones.  Also thanks to Richard Dobson who manages the duty roster
and ensures we have enough people on the day for our races, to JC Wilson who brought the trailer along and Peter Mackie who
was on hand with the drinks.
Note : Members rostered for marshal or traffic control duties must be at the circuit at least one hour before the scheduled start

time to assist with the setting up of the course.  (but bring your bike, you just never know)

Tuesday Night – METEC

Results

First Second Third

a-grade (10) Damian Burke Steve Ross Brian Gray



b-grade (13) Rob Truscott M. Rice R. McCurdy

c-grade (14) Chris Norbury M. Edwards Grant Greenhalgh

d-grade (8) Geoff Mackay Jake Jodlowski Paul James

e-grade (5) JC Wilson Charles Lethbridge

Officials
Thanks to Murray Howlett and Darren Smith for controlling the evening’s proceedings.

Eastern Vets Program

Saturday October 31 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday November 7 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday November 14 2:00pm Dunlop Road Graded Scratch Races

Saturday November 21 1:00pm Yarra Junction Omara 100

Monday November 30 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Tuesday Nov
Dec

3, 24
1, 8, 15, 22

6:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races
Note : No entry to circuit before 5:00pm

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to
the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday November 1 8:30am National Boulevard, Campbelfield NVCA, Criterium Series, Race 1.

Sunday November 8 10:00am Pyalong Rd, Seymour Chooka’s Wheel Race (52k h’cap)

Sunday November 15 8:30am National Boulevard, Campbelfield NVCA, Criterium Series, Race 2.

Sunday November 22 9:30am Toolernvale Graded Scratch Races

Gippsland Vets Program
Sunday November 8 10:00am Kernot (Melways 512 S10) 46k scratch races

Sunday November 22 10:00am Kernot (Melways 512 S10) 46k scratch races

Victorian Veterans Cycling Council Program

Note : Entries are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by
the requisite fee.

Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

3/1/2010 Geelong Amy’s Ride
- http://www.amygillett.org.au

24/1/2010 Bright Audax Alpine Classic
- www.audax.org.au/public

7/3/2010 Falls Creek BV – Alpine attack, 230k.  Registrations open 1/9/2009 - $150
- www.bv.com.au/great-rides/42359

13-14/3/2010 Mansfield SCODY High Country Cycle Challenge
- www.bikevents.com.au

27/3/2010 Torquay Great Ocean & Otway Classic Ride
- www.supersprint.com.au



Whale Watching;

A few of our members made their way to Warrnambool by one means or another last weekend (24-25/10).

George Goodrope opting to ride in the VVCC Camperdown to Warnambool, finishing 6th from the 15 minute group.

Peter Howard and Stefan Kirsch chose to ride Melbourne to Warrnambool; Peter finishing 42nd fifteen minutes fifty-four seconds
behind the leaders, Stefan five places behind with the same time.

Peter and Stefan backed up the ride down with a ride partway back, the pair joined in the Shipwreck Coast Classic by Roy Clark
and Guy Green.  Peter finishing 24th, eight minutes forty-five down, Roy 25th and Guy 28th in the same time and Stefan credited
with 37th finishing seven seconds later.

Road Race Course Setup (letter from Hylton Preece)

All,

Over the last couple of months of the road racing season the race committee has noticed a decline in the way the courses have
been setup and marshaled culminating in yesterdays (24/10/2009) delay due to the signage not even being placed at the eastern
turnaround point of the Killara Road circuit.

I should say that this message is not targeted at individuals but rather everyone that is rostered on to do duty which is nearly
everyone on the club.  I would like to re-state the importance of not only attending to do your allocated duty but even more
importantly to do what is required in whatever role you have been assigned, in the last few months this has not been happening.

First some background, when we apply for a race, depending on where that race is, it may mean contacting two councils,
VicRoads and most importantly the Police who have the final say.  The councils and VicRoads review the traffic management
plans which we have to prepare based on the Australian standard and in some cases, like Dunlop road, add a number of different
requirements/signage.  This is then passed onto the Police who usually give written approval.

Part of the approval is that the signage and positioning of the traffic controllers and marshals is as per the plans provided to all the
authorities, these plans are NOT open to individual interpretation on the day of the event, the course must be set up and manned as
per the plans.

What are the consequences of not setting up the course as per the plans?  Best case, the police do an inspection (as they did on
Southern and Caulfield last year) and they have the authority to stop the race there and then with the possibility of canning all
future races at that location.

Worst case, there is an accident and someone is hurt or worse, the club and everyone on duty will be required to provide an
explanation as to why the course was setup the way it was and this would probably be the easy part if we are lucky!  I would
hazard a guess that one serious accident at any of the locations we race at would almost certainly end racing at that location again
that would be the best case.

I cannot overstate the importance of not just turning up to do your duty but doing what the plans say you should do and what the
race controller on the day asks you to do.  Importantly if you do not understand what is on the plans please ask an official which
will typically be the race controller, if you do not understand the plans do not interpret the plans yourself.

Please let me know if you believe you need advice or more training in reading the traffic management maps and/or more guidance
in setting up the road race courses.  We would also like to call for volunteers to act as race controllers at each of the road racing
events, you do not have to be a qualified traffic controller but it would be good if you had experience in organising small groups of
people to perform set tasks.

The bottom line is we will not be able to race unless we comply fully with what the race permit requires of the club and its
members when racing on the open road courses.

Hylton Preece

*******************


